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Frank Gambale (born 22 December 1958) is an Australian jazz fusion guitarist. He has released twenty
albums over a period of three decades, and is known for his use of the sweep picking and economy picking
techniques.
Frank Gambale - Wikipedia
Frankgambaleonlineguitarschool.com is tracked by us since October, 2016. Over the time it has been ranked
as high as 625 579 in the world, while most of its traffic comes from Ukraine, where it reached as high as 334
525 position.
Frankgambaleonlineguitarschool.com: Frank Gambale Online
Sweep picking is a guitar playing technique. When sweep picking, the guitarist plays single notes on
consecutive strings with a 'sweeping' motion of the pick, while using the fretting hand to produce a specific
series of notes that are fast and fluid in sound.
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